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The thirty-two months' war which followed had five successive
phases, three of which fall within this chapter. The first was
that of Boer invasion, which may be regarded as closing with the
surrender of Cronje (27 February 1900). The second was that
of organized Boer resistance to British invasion, and it ended '
(October 1900) with the occupation of Komati Poort and
Kruger's flight into Portuguese territory. The third (which
lasted till March 1901) was that in which die Boers developed
guerrilla warfare, before the British had evolved any plan for
meeting it.
The British disasters in the first stage would have surprised
no one, had the military data been studied beforehand. But
because the British army had then no general staff, and even the
intelligence department at the war office was starved and made
of small account, there was a complete lack of foresight on the
British side. The two republics formed a large salient, walled in
by mountain ranges and giving die Boers the advantage of
interior lines. Outside it nearly all the country people of Cape
Colony (save part of the eastern province) were Dutch, and so
were the border settlers in Natal. This meant that advancing
Boers need fear little for their communications, while the advan-
tage in intelligence and facilities for surprise were always on their
side* Their armies of highly mobile marksmen were ideal for the
peculiar terrain, which they understood how to utilize perfectly.
Their Krupp guns were far better than the types then used by the
British artillery. Add their initial superiority in numbers; and
the question is seen to be, not why they won battles, but why they
lost the campaign. The explanation is strategical. Their right
course was to contain the three immobilized British forces at
Kimberley, Mafeking, and Ladysmith; hold the Natal passes
defensively; and sweep Cape Colony with their main effort. Had
they done so, there was little to stop them till they reached Cape-
town; and with the entire country to win back and an enemy
doubled by rebels, Great Britain might well have seen best to
make terms, especially In view of probable foreign intervention.
All this did not happen, because the Boers dallied over fruitless
and unnecessary si cges of Kimberley and Ladysmith, and directed
their larger effort to Natal, For the latter mistake the motive
was political; they aimed to annex Durban, which would have
suited them ideally as their seaport,1
* Curiously enough, the much maligned intelligence department at the war office

